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About This Content

Primitive Plus is a free add-on for ARK: Survival Evolved that alters the available tools, weapons and structures in the game to
reflect what humans could realist 5d3b920ae0
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Publ
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will not even let me download this addon. it keeps loading this page for download but when it asks if i have steam app i click yes
but nothing happens.. Loading time ist at 15+ minutes and thats not a state to release or to use this mod. I really love the
intention of it and hope so hardly that it will be fixed. But at the moment I cant recommend it to anyone..
COOOOOOOOOOOOL. awesome this is radical you can make loads of cool stuff. Primitice + is crap. Takes way to long to
load and there isnt really enough conetent added to the game to make the wait worth while.. u0633u064au0634
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